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Shoreline Toe Protection with American Made Coir Logs 

Background 
Lake Lemon is a reservoir formed by Lake Lemon Dam on Beanblossom Creek about 10 miles northeast of Bloomington, IN. 
The lake was built control water levels of the creek at one time was an active reservoir for drinking water for Bloomington 
and the surrounding areas. Now, Lake Lemon is mostly used for recreation including sailing and fishing. With approximately 
24 miles of lake shoreline, Lake Lemon is a haven for natural plant and wildlife habitats. 
 
Problem 
Over time the constant wind and wave energy imposed on the shoreline banks resulting in erosion along the shoreline.  
Compounded with the fluctuating water levels associated with the reservoir management, the transition zone between well 
established vegetated banks and the eroding toe was increased. As the eroded bank soils consisted mostly of infertile      
subsoil and rock, protecting and revegetating the banks would require a unique system. This system would need to          
accomplish the following: create a wave break to dissipate the wind and wave energy, provide a mechanism to introduce a 
specific plant community in the hostile growing environment and soils, allow for construction with very limited access, and 
require little to no long-term maintenance. 
 

Solution 
After the Lake Lemon Conservancy District (LLCD) received a LARE (Lake and River 
Enhancement) grant, they chose Donan engineering to help administer the grant and 
in attempt to slow the shoreline erosion. Donan Engineering contacted D2 Land and 
Water Resources, and Indiana distributor of erosion and sediment control solutions, 
for a solution to the problems at Lake Lemon.  After a site visit, D2 put forth the       
following design to address the needs of the site. To combat the wave and wind      
energy pre-fabricated 22 inch rock rolls filled with 4 to 6 inch rock rip rap would be 
installed at the toe of the bank erosion. The rock rolls would provide the armor for 
boat and wind energy, and create an elevation for the introduction of plants. Upslope 
of the rock roll a vegetated Coir Log would be installed. The 16 inch coir log with  
knotless brown polypropylene netting and a density of 9 lbs/ft

3
 was selected. This type 

of coir log in terms of density and net type was selected for its proven performance 
history in waterway and shoreline bioengineering projects. The Coir Log would be   
pre-vegetated with native wetland species and provide a mechanism for species    
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Coir Logs along Lake Lemon Reservoir 

View of the Lake Lemon shoreline in August 2003, 1 month after installation (left). Fully vegetated  view of the same section of Lake Lem-
on shoreline August 2008, 5 years after installation (right). 

 

Native Vegetation Species 
 

Prairie Cord Grass 
Riverbank Tussock Sedge 

Lakebank Sedge 
Bottlebrush Sedge 

Blue Flag Iris 
Yellow Iris 

River bulrush 
Softstem bulrush 



introduction.  The compressed coconut coir log, once 
pre-vegetated, can offer moisture and nutrients to the 
vegetation while it establishes in its new location.  
Because of this if offers a low/no maintenance way to 
introduce difficult species. In addition the rock roll 
would provide a means to anchor the coir log. As both 
the rock roll and coir log are prefabricated, they can 
easily be moved and installed by hand which would 
work well for the limited access available.  
 
Installation 
The installation of the erosion control system was  
installed by Eco-logic and a local contractor in the 
summer of 2003 mostly accessing the site from the 
water side.  The rock rolls were set in place, with the 
Coir Logs placed behind the rock rolls. The Coir Logs 
were staked and lashed to the rock rolls for increased 
stability. Additional 2 inch loose stone was top 
dressed over the rock rolls to fill the voids between 
the larger stones, to smooth the transition between 
the rock roll and the coir log, as well as to provide a 
natural aesthetic look. 
. 
 

Results 
The results were immediate. The system provided a 
self-sustaining solution that allowed for sediment dep-
osition behind the coir log for natural slope       refill-
ing, the rock toe allowed for energy dissipation and 
created an environment to allow the native      species 
to establish. The vegetated coir log provided a meth-
od to successfully introduce in one try and  establish 
a native plant community on a very difficult site which 
was shady, poor sub-soils, exposed to wave energy, 
inundation and water draw down, as well as little to no 
maintenance access. The site    continues to be moni-
tored, and even after nearly a decade in place, the 
system is still providing the    erosion protection and 
habitat development for which it was intended.  

 
For additional information, please contact Tensar  

International Corporation at 800-772-2040. 
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Sixteen-inch diameter Coir Logs were pre-vegetated with native species and   
installed along the shoreline. (top). The finished installed system of a toe 
rock roll and a vegetated coir log. (bottom).  


